
Week of May 10  
Second Grade Addition and Subtraction  

with Three-Digit Numbers  

Here is the schedule for our Addition and Subtraction with Three-
Digit Numbers Instruction during the Week of May 10. We want 
to give students a chance to solve three-digit addition and 
subtraction problems, and practice the process of regrouping. 
Included are images of anchor charts, practice worksheets, and 
games. 

• Monday, May 11 
 - Look at Three-Digit Addition Anchor Chart p. 2 
 - Complete Three-Digit Addition Color by Number Sheet p. 3 

• Tuesday, May 12 
 - Complete Three-Digit Addition Crack the Code Sheet p. 4 
 - Complete Three-Digit Addition Game with Playing Cards 
     p. 5 - 6 

• Wednesday, May 13 
 - Look at Two-Digit Subtraction Anchor chart (from Ms.  
   Vienneau!) p. 7 
 - Complete Three-Digit Subtraction Color by Code Sheet p. 8 

• Thursday, May 14 
       - Complete Three-Digit Subtraction Crack the Code Sheet p.9 
 - Complete Three-Digit Subtraction Board Game p. 10 - 13 

• Friday, May 15 
 - Complete Three-Digit Addition and Subtraction Solve 
    and Compare Worksheet p. 14 
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MONDAY, MAY 11 
 - Look at Three-Digit Addition Anchor Chart 
 - Complete Three-Digit Addition Color by Number Sheet 

Three-Digit Addition Anchor Chart 
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TUESDAY, MAY 12 
 - Complete Three-Digit Addition Crack the Code Sheet  
 - Complete Three-Digit Addition Game with Playing Cards  
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Instructions for Three-Digit Addition 
Game with Playing Cards  

MATERIALS :  
 One deck of playing cards  
 Two players  
 Paper (included on the next page, or your own) 
 A pencil  

STEPS :  
1. Remove the Kings, Queens, Jacks, and Jokers call from the deck of 

cards. 
2. Shuffle the cards, and lay them face down in a pile.  
3. Draw three cards. Lay them out next to each other. An example image 

is included below.  

4. Then, draw three more cards. Lay them out underneath the first three 
cards. An example image is included below. Now, we have our two 
three-digit numbers!  

5. Use a pencil and the recording paper on the next page to solve the 
addition problem. An example is included below. Try again with new 
cards to practice adding!  
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Name : _____________________ 

 Three-Digit Addition Game Recording Sheet  
You can place a playing card, or write the number with a pencil in 
each box. Please reuse these boxes for each new addition problem. 

_____________________________________________________ 
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 13 
 - Look at Two-Digit Subtraction Anchor chart (from Ms.  
   Vienneau!)  
 - Complete Three-Digit Subtraction Color by Code Sheet  

Three-Digit Subtraction Anchor Chart  
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THURSDAY, MAY 14 
       - Complete Three-Digit Subtraction Crack the Code Sheet 
 - Complete Three-Digit Subtraction Board Game   
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Three-Digit Subtraction Board Game 

MATERIALS :  

 Board game included below 
 Two sheets (question sheet and answer sheet) included below  
 Two to Four players 
 Paper and pencil for each player  
 Piece for each player to move on the board   

STEPS :  

*If you do not have access to a printer, you can still use the game 
board, question cards, and answer cards just online! 

1. Print out the game board.  
2. Print out page 12, with the question cards. Cut out each 

question card, then put them in a pile face down. 
3. Print out page 13, the answer cards. Do not cut these, but put 

the sheet face down.  
4. The youngest player will go first. Pick up one question card, 

and solve the subtraction problem using a paper and a pencil.  
5. The other player will turn over the answer sheet, and find the 

other player’s answer. Each answer card has a number, and 
then a direction for moving your player piece 

    Example :                         300 
                                                                Move one space  
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FRIDAY, MAY 15 
 - Complete Three-Digit Addition and Subtraction Solve 
    and Compare Worksheet
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